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Abstract

This work addresses the magnetic-based control of a helical robot and
the mitigation of the magnetic forces on its dipole moment during radial
steering using rotating permanent magnets. A magnetic system with two
synchronized DC motors, each carrying identical permanent magnets. As
the permanent magnets rotate together they move the helical robot. The
paper experimentally demonstrate that using two synchronized permanent
magnets for radial steering of a helical robot achieves higher motion stability, as opposed to propulsion using single rotating dipole field. The two
synchronized dipole fields decrease the lateral oscillation (average peakto-peak amplitude) of the helical robot by 37%, compared to the radial
steering using a single dipole field at angular velocity of 31 rad/s. It is also
demonstrated that driving the helical robot using two synchronized rotating magnets achieves average swimming speed of 2.1 mm/s, whereas the
single rotating dipole field achieves average swimming speed of 0.4 mm/s
at angular velocity of 31 rad/s for the rotating permanent magnets. Moreover, a closed loop control system is applied to merge the image feedback
system of the helical motion and to control the helical robot to follow a
targeted path while managing the speed and direction of propulsion. The
proposed configuration of the helical propulsion allows us to decrease the
magnetic forces that could cause tissue damage or potential trauma for in
vivo applications.
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The human sperm cell consists of a head, a midpiece, and a tail. The
head contains the nucleus, the midpiece has a central filamentous core
used for ATP (Adenosine triphosphate) production for the journey
through the female cervix, uterus and uterine tubes, while the tail
or ”flagellum” executes the lashing movements that propel the sperm
cell.[9] (a)The sperm cell head consists of a flat, disc shaped head 5.1
µm by 3.1 µm and a flagellum 50 µm long.(b) A micro-scaled MagnetoSperm model composed of a magnetic head and a flexible tail.
The MagnetoSperm is developed in such structure to provide a magnetic head and a flexible tail to provide a magnetic dipole moment and
propulsion, imitating the sperm cell propulsion using flagellum. . . . .
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4.1

A magnetic-based robotic system for the motion control of a helical
robot (inset). a) 3-Dimensional CAD model designed using SolidWorks
before production of the setup hardware. b) A setup that consists of
two synchronized linear motionstages 1 . Each stage holds a rotating
permanent magnet ( 2 and 3 ) to actuate the helical robot 4 . The
rotating permanent magnets are also synchronized using a control system. The helical robot is contained inside a glass tube 5 with inner
diameter of 9 mm. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
A representative open-loop motion control experiment of a helical robot
using a single rotating dipole field. The helical robot swims under
the influence of the rotating magnetic fields, and exhibits undesirable
lateral oscillations due to the attractive magnetic forces exerted on
its magnetic dipole. The angular velocity of the rotating permanent
magnet is 31 rad/s, and the linear speed of the helical robot is 0.5
mm/s. The red arrow indicates direction of motion of the helical robot,
whereas the dashed red arrow indicates the rotation of the single dipole
field. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
A representative open-loop motion control experiment of a helical robot
using a single rotating dipole field. The helical robot swims under
the influence of the rotating magnetic fields, and exhibits undesirable
lateral oscillations due to the attractive magnetic forces exerted on
its magnetic dipole. The angular velocity of the rotating permanent
magnet is 31 rad/s, and the linear speed of the helical robot is 2.1
mm/s. The red arrow indicates direction of motion of the helical robot,
whereas the dashed read arrows indicate the rotating permanent magnets.
Oscillation of the helical robot during swimming under the influence of
the rotating magnetic fields. These fields are generated using a single
dipole field and opposite dipole fields. The permanent magnets are
rotated at a constant angular velocity of 31 rad/s. The maximum
peak-to-peak amplitudes of the helical robot oscillation are 1.2 mm
and 0.75 mm for the single and opposite dipole fields, respectively. . .
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rotating dipole fields. The average swimming speeds are calculated
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magnets. Position of the helical robot is detected using a feature tracking algorithm [38], and used to calculate the swimming speed of the
helical robot. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
A representative open-loop motion control experiment of a helical robot
using a single rotating dipole field inside a glass tube with inner diameter of 3.6 cm (indicated by the dashed red lines). The helical robot
swims under the influence of the rotating magnetic fields, and exhibits
undesirable rotations due to the attractive magnetic forces exerted on
its magnetic dipole. The helical robot exhibits lateral oscillation, random rotations, and generates enough propulsion to move away from
the magnetic source. The blue arrow indicates the distance travelled
by the helical robot. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
A representative open-loop motion control experiment of a helical robot
using two synchronized rotating dipole field inside a glass tube with
inner diameter of 3.6 cm (indicated by the dashed red lines). The helical robot swims under the influence of the rotating magnetic fields,
and exhibits oscillations between the dipole fields due to the to unstable equilibria [34] of the configuration. The blue arrow indicates the
distance travelled by the helical robot . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
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A functional block diagram to explain the function of the open-loop
motion control system, and to explain each stage of the system. Both
DC motors are connected to the same arduino board, however each
motor is handled on its own. θ̇ is the desired angular speed of DC
motor, θ˙1 is the actual angular speed of DC motor 1, θ˙2 is the actual
angular speed of motor 2. e1 is the error difference between the desired
angular speed θ̇ and the actual angular speed of DC motor 1 θ˙1 . e2
is the error difference between the desired angular speed θ̇ and the
actual angular speed of DC motor 2 θ˙2 . The Arduino then reads the
error difference for each DC motor and then sends to each DC motor
separately the altered speed, u1 for DC motor 1 and u2 for DC motor
2. Each DC motor will produce an output angular displacement theta1
for DC motor 1 and theta2 for DC motor 2 which is detected by the
encoder and sent back as a feedback to the comparator in the form of
angular speed. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
A functional block diagram to explain the function of each stage of
the closed-loop motion control system. Desired coordinates set by user
(xd , yd ) is compared with the current coordinates (xr , yr ) of the helical robot, detected by the feature detection image processing tool.
The error difference between coordinates is calculated by the comparator. Computer uses the error difference in calculation the new linear
speed(ẋ) for both linear motion stages forming a displacement (x), and
the angular speed (θ̇) for the DC motors forming an angular displacement (θ). A comparator then calculates the difference (e1 ) in angular
speed to the current DC motor 1 speed (θ˙1 ). (e2 ) is the error difference
between the angular displacement of DC motor 1 (θ1 ) and the angular
displacement of DC motor 2 (θ2 ). The Arduino then reads the error
difference for each DC motor and then sends to each DC motor separately the altered speed, (u1 ) for DC motor 1 and (u2 ) for DC motor 2.
Each DC motor will produce an output angular displacement (θ1 ) for
DC motor 1 and (θ2 ) for DC motor 2 which is detected by the encoder
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A closed loop motion control experiment of a helical robot. The helical
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Chapter 1
Introduction
1.1

Microrobotics

Microbotics is the field of designing and producing robots of which their components are to the scale of a micrometer (10−6 meters), when assembled together would
form a Microrobot. Microrobots are untethered structures that can be wirelessly
controlled and powered. Special tools and processes are developed for the microsize
fabrication and assembling of microrobots, these tools and processes are called microfabrication. Microfabrication needs to handle materials at a higher resolution of
accuracy and precision than machining methods used on larger scaled objects. Silicon
microfabrication is one popular technique used for hard surface microfabrication, a
thin film of silicon is patterned into the desired shape by first using photolothigraphy;
which is the use of a mask to define portions of the film which will be removed, and
then use of etching to remove the unwanted portions of the silicon film. Etching
chemically or physically attacks the film until it is removed. As a microrobot can be
made of soft materials rather than rigid materials depending on its application and
characteristics, there are soft fabrication techniques which uses polymers as their substrate. Polymers offer improved and easier machinability and biocompatability. Soft
fabrication techniques include soft lithography, micromolding and three dimensional
photopolymerization [1]. Although microrobotics are still in a concept stage, their
development for biological use is leading towards therapies not yet conceived due to
their ability to perform tasks that are currently difficult or impossible to be handled
by modern medicine [2].

1

1.2

Advantage of Microrobots

The field of microrobotics is a promising field due to its many advantages and
uses. Microrobots represent an expansion into the hosting of new (polymer) materials,
microfluidic physics, soft and hard fabrication techniques to produce biocompatible
and cost effective solutions to biomedical problems [3]. Their biocompatibility allows
them to operate in vivo or in vitro (inside or outside a living system) and have either
a self contained or an external power source [4]. Microrobots are smart systems in
several ways. They can operate as either an open-ended (sensor or actuator) system or
operate as a closed loop system were they get to adjust themselves to the surrounding
environment. They can also be integrated with other components and perform one or
more functions in a chain of operations connected [5]. Due to the delegate functions
performed by microrobots, it is required to emphasize on reliability, high safety, and
without failing to perform its prescribed duty within the given period of time [6].
Given those characteristics, a microrobot can provide higher quality medical care

Figure 1.1: A cluster of micro-sized helical structured robot swimming through an
artery along with the red blood cells. Helical microrobots can swim through bloodstreams using their helical structured tail to control the direction and speed of propulsion. The micro-size advantage allows microrobots to navigate and explore through
narrow pathways, and thus swimming through arteries and veins and reaching all
human body tissues and cells along with the red blood cells, without the need of vast
incisions surgeries.

2

emphasizing on preventice care, accuracy and minimaly invasive procedures. Thus
making medicine integerating diagonistics with therapy while monitoring the therapy
process to reach a more personalized medicine [8; 7]. The microsize structure of a
microrobot allows it to explore additional locations in the human body and navigating
through natural pathways enabling intervention with minimal trauma. A simple
example is referred to in Figure 1.1 showing a microrobot swiming through an artery
in the circulatory system. The same microrobot can be used in other systems, such
as the nervous system or the urinary system.

Figure 1.2: The human sperm cell consists of a head, a midpiece, and a tail. The
head contains the nucleus, the midpiece has a central filamentous core used for ATP
(Adenosine triphosphate) production for the journey through the female cervix, uterus
and uterine tubes, while the tail or ”flagellum” executes the lashing movements that
propel the sperm cell.[9] (a)The sperm cell head consists of a flat, disc shaped head 5.1
µm by 3.1 µm and a flagellum 50 µm long.(b) A micro-scaled MagnetoSperm model
composed of a magnetic head and a flexible tail. The MagnetoSperm is developed in
such structure to provide a magnetic head and a flexible tail to provide a magnetic
dipole moment and propulsion, imitating the sperm cell propulsion using flagellum.

3

1.3

Biological Inspired Microrobots

Microrobots can be remotely controlled to navigate on a surface or through fluids. Many of these microrobots are used for robotic exploration within biological
domains; such as in the investigation of molecular structures, cellular systems, and
complex organism behavior. Nature has inspired numerous microrobotic locomotion
designs, which are suitable for propulsion generation. Nature inspired microrobots or
biological inspired microrobots are results of understanding an organism’s anatomy,
movement, and behavior, which are then translated into engineering terms to form
the microrobot.
A sperm-shaped microrobot, refered to as MagnetoSperm as referred to Fig 1.2
(b), can swim using flagellar propulsion and slide on a surface under water. It experiences a magnetic torque on its head, which causes its flagellum to oscillate and
thus propels forward. The researchers are then able to steer the robot by directing
the magnetic field lines towards a reference point. The propulsion mechanism of a
MagnetoSperm is designed and developed to imitate a human sperm cell Fig 1.3 (a)
swimming technique. It contains a magnetic head and a flexible tail that provide a
magnetic dipole moment and propulsion, respectively. The head oscillates under the
influence of controlled oscillating weak magnetic fields. This oscillation generates a
thrust force in the flexible tail, hence allows the MagnetoSperm to overcome the drag
and friction forces during swimming or sliding on a surface, respectively. [10]
Inspired by E.Coli bacteria Fig 1.3 (a) on its helical propulsion technique using its
own flagellum. A flagellum is a flexible tail like structure that create patterns such
as propagating waves or circular translating movements. These movements cause
the motion of the E.Coli bacterium. The E.Coli bacterium uses its rod-shaped body
to steer the direction of motion. Using the flagellum concept, a helical magnetic
microrobot Fig 1.3 (b) was implemented to imitate the same technique used by E.Coli
bacteria. The helical magnetic microrobot is composed of a magnetic head, and a
spiral shaped body. The magnetization of the magnet is parallel to the direction of
the diameter, the helical tail rotates in a rotational magnetic field. When the helical
microrobot rotates in a fluid or a gel, the spiral shape produces the thrust force
causing its forward/backward propulsion.
Helical microrobots provide swimming characteristics that are suitable for various biological applications. Using accurate propulsion control through optimizing the
magnetic fields generation, the helical structure can safely travel inside a human body.
Inside the bloodstream for example it can perform tasks like targeted drug delivery.

4

As well, the helical structure with propulsion speed control can be used to breakdown
plaque blocking an artery, and restore arterial blood flow. Such uses inspired the
development of a setup that uses magnetic to control the helical microrobot propulsion. This setup was used to experiment and gather data to further understand the
behavior of the helical microrobot.

Figure 1.3: Bacterial swimmers, such as (a) Escherichia Coli (E. Coli) bacterium, use
a molecular motor to rotate helically shaped flagella [11; 12]. Using the continuous
rotational motion of the helix for forward propulsion and swimmer steering. E. Coli
is a rod-shaped bacterium that measures approximately 0.5 µm in width by 2 µm in
length. A micro-scaled (b) helical robot composed of a magnetic head and a helical
tail. If an external field is applied to the helical microrobot it will align itself to the
field and stop moving as soon as the angle between its magnetization M and the
field H becomes zero. In order to keep rotating the microrobot, the external field has
to be rotated continuously. The forward velocity of the helical swimmer is linearly
dependent on the rotational frequency. The microrobot is not only actuated but also
steered using magnetic torques.

5

1.4

Applications

There are innumerable medical problems that can be solved with the aid of microrobotics. Advancements are already witnessed in pacemakers and implantable
defibrillators, insulin pumps, and other implantable devices based on BioMEMS technology [13]. The main areas of application of microrobotics in medicine and biology
are minimally invasive surgery (MIS) and drug delivery systems.

1.4.1

Minimally Invasive Surgery (MIS)

Conventional surgery requires an incision sufficiently vast for the surgeon to see
directly and place their fingers and instruments directly into the target operating
area. The damage done to skin, muscle, connective tissue, and bone to reach the
region of interest causes much greater prominent damage, or injury than the curative
procedure itself. This results in more pain to the patient, longer recovery times, and
complications due to surgical trauma. MIS eliminate unnecessary trauma as it is
limited by reducing the size of incisions to about less than 1 cm. Microrobotics have
great potential to allow improved access to regions now inaccessible, and enhance the
surgeon’s abilities in applications where current minimally invasive techniques do not
permit the full range of human proficiency and perception. This is due to the very fine
resolution in displacement and force offered by microrobots, which make up to a range
of precision from few microns to a millimeter necessary for MIS application. MIS applications include Larapocopic and Thorascopic surgery, Gastrointestinal Endoscopy,
Active Catheters and vascular surgery [15; 16].

1.4.2

Targeted Drug Delivery System

Drug delivery is the method or process of administering a pharmaceutical compound to achieve a therapeutic effect in humans or animals.The conventional delivery
system is the absorption of the drug across a biological membrane [17]. Targeted drug
delivery is a technique that aims to develop and improve the conventional passive delivery systems, by delivering the medication to the patient in a way that increases the
concentration of the medicine at aimed body parts relative to the rest of the body.
The main aim of targeted drug delivery technology is having the ability to prolong,
localize, target, and have a protected drug interaction with the diseased tissue. Microrobots developed for targeted drug delivery use optimal control therapy, thus allowing
accurate tuning of the drug administration parameters as well as monitoring of the
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Figure 1.4: Conceptual image of a microrobot propelled through the spinal canal
using two rotating synchronized dipole fields

efficacy of therapy. Due to the size advantage of microrobots, they are capable of
delivering precise quantities of a drug at the right time and as close to the treatment
site as possible. In such treatments as chemotherapy, the microrobot can reach the
area where the drug is needed and releasing the drug on demand, and thus becoming
an effective alternative of oral pills and injections. An example of a developed smart
drug delivery system is the use of microfabricated biocapsules for insulin infusion in
diabetic patients as in vivo insulin secreting bioreactors [18].

1.5

Objectives of this project

The objective behind this work is to characterize and control helical microrobot
linear propulsion. Mahoney et al. have demonstrated that the attractive forces acting
on a magnetic microrobot can be converted into a lateral force by rotating the actuator
dipole according to an open-loop trajectory [19]. This conversion allows for reducing the attractive component, assisting the rolling of microrobots, and overcoming
gravitational forces. Electromagnets are easier to control in small scale experimental
areas, yet on a human body scale it is much more expensive and occupies large spaces.
On the other hand using permanent magnetic field is easier and cheaper to scale up
to a human body scale. Moreover in this paper we tend to characterize microrobot
prototypes, magnetic field and dipole moments, and use the collected data to develop
a closed loop control system to manipulate the helical robot speed and position in a
linear direction.
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Chapter 2
Helical Structured Magnetic
Microrobot
Emancipated microrobots have become an active area of research because of their
promising future possibilities on minimally invasive medicine, and on targeted drug
delivery systems. These microrobots are fabricated with a magnetic component on
which forces and torques are applied wirelessly using an external magnetic field for
motion control. Helical propulsion approaches on locomotion use rotation and rolling,
which are activated and controlled by magnetic field [14]. However, for invivo applications, the attractive magnetic forces are generated during radial steering [26] of
a helical robot must be managed or completely eliminated to accomplish safe interaction between heical robots and the surrounding tissue. The magnetic torque exerted on their dipole moment allows them to rotate, and hence move through rolling,
swimming, crawling or through screw-based motion in tissue. Mahoney et al. have
demonstrated that the attractive forces acting on a magnetic microrobot can be converted into a lateral force by rotating the actuator dipole according to an open-loop
trajectory [28]. This conversion allows reducing the attractive component, assisting
the rolling of microrobots, and overcoming gravitational forces. Abbott et al. have
shown that pure torque can be applied on a softmagnetic body using magnetic fields
of two dipole pair configurations [34]. The axial and radial control of a helical robot
have been presented by Fountain et al [? ]. It has also been shown that the radial
control is more complicated than the axial control due to the variations in the magnetic field and gradients throughout the rotation of the dipole field. The direction
of microrobot motion can be easily reversed by reversing the direction of rotation
of the dipole moment, allowing helical propellers to be able to both push or pull a
micro-sized body.
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Figure 2.1: Prototype of different size and structure helical robots. Each helical
structure has an attached axially magnetized magnet at its top.(A)Primary prototype
consisting of two sqaure magnets each of 4 mm dimension, embedded in an iron wire
of length 12.5 mm. (B)A secondary improved model that was lighter and showed
more stability during experimnets. It consists of an exposed cylindrical head with
a 4 mm diameter and 2 mm height, and an iron wire of 12.5 mm length. (C)First
micro-scale size helical robot, with a 500 µm magnetic square head and a copper
wire of 17 µm thickness and 1.5 mm length. (D)A final micro-scale model made of a
copper wire of 17 µm thickness and 1.7 mm length, with a 500 µm square magnetic
head.

2.1

Modeling Helical Swimming

Primary researchers developed several different micro-helical swimmers, especially
with different head shapes. The first helical type swimming machine was proposed by
Honda et al. in 1996 [41]. This swimming machine was as large as a few millimeters,
with a strong permanent magnetic cubic head and a helical tail made of copper
filament. This device could be driven wirelessly by an external rotating magnetic
field. The swimming performance tests were in low Reynold number conditions. They
predicted that this helical type swimming machine with a length of 11.5 mm could
still be scaled down to micrometer-sized machine [14]. On more recent development
in micro- and nanotechnology, researchers of ETH Zurich fabricated microscale helical
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swimmers in 2007, called Artificial Bacterial Flagella (ABF), by using a self-scrolling
fabrication technique [42], [43], [25], [45]. The ABF consisted of a helical tail made by
GaAs/InGaAs and a thin-square-plate (4.5 m × 4.5 µm × 200 nm) soft magnetic head
on one end. The total length of the ABF was approximately 50 µm and its thickness
was approximately 30 nm. A group at Harvard presented in 2009 even smaller helical
swimmers with a diameter of 200 nm and a length of 2 µm [46]. The swimmers were
made of glass (SiO2 ). The swimmers have spherical heads. A permanent magnetic
film was evaporated onto one side of the swimmers. More recently, the ETH group
presented a helical swimmer with a claw-shaped holder attached to a polymer helical
tail [49]. This holder is functioned to grab and transport microobjects.

2.1.1

Magnetic Forces and Torque

A cylindrical NdFeB magnet is attached to the head of the spring with a dipole
polarity acting across the helical robot axis. Under the influence of a magnetic field,
the magnetic force (F (P) ∈ R3×1 ) and torque (T (P) ∈ R3×1 ) experienced by a helical
robot located at position (P ∈ R3×1 ) are given by [35; 36; 37]
F(P) = (m · ∇)B(P) and T(P) = m × B(P),

(2.1)

where m ∈ R3×1 and B(P) ∈ R3×1 are the magnetic dipole moment of the helical
robot and the induced magnetic field, respectively.

Figure 2.2: Model of helical swimming relates the velocity µ, rotational speed ω,
force F, and torque T. The motion of the entire swimmer is dependent on T and F
generated from the induced rotation of the magnetic head. The forward velocity of
the helical swimmer is linearly dependent on the rotational frequency.
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2.2

Fabrication

When engineering bacterial microrobots, it would be very difficult to replicate the
molecular motor design of bacteria. The use of rotating magnetic fields to externally
power the microrobots removes the need for an on-board motor and bearing between
the helical tail and the body. Instead, the focus lies on the challenging fabrication
of three-dimensional helix structures at the microscale. Three methods for the fabrication of helical structures produce micrometer-scale robots in a controllable and
repeatable manner. What they have in common is that they produce microrobots
that have a helical shape mimicking the bacterial flagella. The other common design
parameter is the use of magnetic material in some form or another, which is essential
for the magnetic actuation.

2.2.1

Self-scrolling method

The self-scrolling technique was the first method published capable of controllable
batch fabrication of bacterial microrobots [25],[42], [45], [51]. The technique is based

Figure 2.3: Fabrication methods. (A) Self-scrolling technique. After the patterned
thin-film deposition, the sacrificial layer is removed and the ribbons curl into helices.
(B) GLAD method. Vapor deposition at an oblique angle creates pillars growing from
the nucleation sites. Rotation of stage results in helical filaments. (C) 3D lithography.
Polymerization of photocurable liquid at the laser focal point. Movement of the stage
allows the fabrication of arbitrary shapes.[24]
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on a thin film deposition onto a sacrificial layer using molecular beam epitaxy. Structures are patterned with a lithography and a subsequent reactive ion etching (RIE)
step. After removing the sacrificial layer, the remaining thin film structures roll up
due to internal stresses in the material. By choosing the alignment angle between the
rolling direction and the ribbon pattern, the helicity angle can be chosen precisely.
The radius of the helix is controlled by the thickness of the thin-film layer. Common
materials are (Si) or (GaAs) composites, which are not magnetic. A magnetic material, for example nickel, is therefore deposited at one end of the ribbon before the
self-scrolling step. Using soft magnetic material requires the shape of the magnetic
material to be designed such that it has an easy axis of magnetization perpendicular
to the helical axis.

2.2.2

GLAD method

The glancing angle deposition (GLAD) uses vacuum deposition onto a substrate at
an oblique angle combined with a controlled motion of the stage holding the substrate
[46]. In standard thin film deposition, the atoms strike the surface at an angle of 90◦ .
If the substrate is tilted, the atoms agglomerate at nucleation sites, and the material
is only deposited along the line-of-sight resulting in gaps between the nucleation sites
and in pillars growing in the direction of the vapor flow. By a slow and steady
rotation of the stage, these pillars are grown into helical shapes. This method results
in very densely packed batch fabrication of helical swimmers. Similar to the selfscrolling, a magnetic material has to be deposited onto the GLAD grown helices
in a second step. This is performed by first releasing the structures by sonication
and evaporating cobalt on the helices laid flat on a surface. Unlike the self-scrolling
method that have magnetic material only at one end and with a defined shape, the
GLAD grown helices have a magnetic film along the whole structure. For magnetic
actuation, the magnetization has to be perpendicular to the helical axis, which is
achieved by permanently magnetizing the cobalt in the last fabrication step.

2.2.3

3D lithography method

The previous methods used fabrication techniques designed for 2D structures in
such a way that the 3-dimensional helices could be created. In recent years, commercial machines have become available that allow 3D lithographic patterning of
photosensitive polymers. A 2-photon polymerization occurs at the focal point of the
laser and, combined with a motorized stage, true 3D structures can be achieved with
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high flexibility in terms of shapes and sizes. A major drawback is the fact that it is
not a batch fabrication process. Also, the combination of multiple materials and compatibility with other fabrication methods remain a challenge. One way to circumvent
an additional step of magnetic material deposition is to use a magnetic particle polymer composite. Microstructures have successfully been written using ferromagnetic
particles embedded in the photocurable polymer. One possibility is to permanently
magnetize the particles in the polymer perpendicular to the helical structures [52],
[53].

2.3

Finite Element Analysis

Finite Element Method (FEM) allows detailed visualization of where structures
bend or twist, and indicates the distribution of stresses and displacements. The
benefits of FEM include increased accuracy, enhanced design and better insight into
critical design parameters, virtual prototyping, fewer hardware prototypes, a faster
and less expensive design cycle. Ansys, a computer aided engineering (CAE) used for
software engineering simulations and can perform Finite Element Modeling, provides
a wide range of simulation options for controlling the complexity of both modeling and
analysis of a system. Similarly, the desired level of accuracy required and associated
computational time requirements can be managed. Ansys allows entire designs to
be constructed, refined, and optimized before the design is manufactured. A model
was created to simulate the magnetic field acting on the helical microrobot. An
estimation of forces, torque and dipole moments values were extracted during the
rotational motion of the permanent magnets.
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Figure 2.4: Eight representative orientations of two synchronized rotating dipole
fields that are used to propel a helical robot (small gray circle) in a glass tube (light
turquoise circle). Simulation of the magnetic fields is done using ANSYS (ANSYS
Mechanical APDL 15.0, ANSYS, Pennsylvania, USA). (a) The permanent magnets
have 0◦ with respect to x-axis. (b) The permanent magnets have 45 with respect to
x-axis. (c) The permanent magnets have 90◦ angle with respect to x-axis. (d) The
permanent magnets have 135◦ with respect to x-axis. (e) The permanent magnets
have 180◦ with respect to x-axis. (f) The permanent magnets have 225◦ with respect
to x-axis. (g) The permanent magnets have 270◦ with respect to x-axis. (h) The
permanent magnets have 315◦ with respect to x-axis.
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Chapter 3
Mitigation Of The Attractive
Magnetic Forces On Helical Robots
For in vivo medical applications, an attractive force too large in magnitude may
cause the magnetic helical microrobot motion instability, or perhaps attraction towards the external magnetic actuator, resulting in potentially trauma. This chapter
presents a proposition of the use of magnetic fields to utilize microrobots, and managing the magnetic actuators to achieve a manageable attractive force for safe use for
in vivo medical applications.

3.1

Magnetic Field Model

The helical robot generates a driving force when its helical structure is rotated
inside a fluid. Since the magnetic field is invisible to other objects except for the
ferromagnetic material and other magnets, it works as a suitable wireless controller
and torque generator for the helical robot to rotate. The magnetic head attached to
the helical structure can be influenced to rotate in 3 degrees of freedom by another
separate source of magnetic field, in this case an external magnetic source outside the
human body.
There are two main types of magnetic source, the permanent magnets and the
electromagnetic coils. An electromagnetic coil is made of an electrical conductor
like copper wires, formed in the shape of coil around an iron core that provides
better conductivity of magnetic flux through the coil compared to air, and therefore
strengthens the magnetic field. Permenant magnets provides free magnetic field as it
creates its own persistent magnetic field.
On a primary approach, a set of four electromagnets proposal to generate the
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magnetic field to control helical robot’s propulsion. Each electromagnet assembled
at a 90◦ angle separate from each other. The idea behind using electromagnets is
the control flexibility of an electromagnet polarity and magnetic field strength by
simply controlling the direction of current, control its on and off state, and control
the amount of current passing through the coil. The number of turns of wire to coil
is considered also a primary factor of control in magnetic field strength. With the
sequential combination of the on/off state and polarity of the electromagnetic set,
a rotational magnetic field can be produced. Electromagnetic coils however, have
a downside of being too expensive to operate and produce on a larger scale to fit
with a human body. As when building a setup the four set of electromagnets forms
a closed configuration setup which is another downside. Such closed configuration
setup produced an obstacle to insert a patient for medical treatment into the setup.
This is due to the fact that not all bodies are of same size and shape.
A second alternative approach is to use permanent magnet attached to a DC
motor to provide a rotational magnetic field. This configuration overcomes the downsides of electromagnets. This is because permanent magnets will provide an open
configuration setup, making the scaling up process much simpler, and with lower
costs compared to previous approach. Controlling the DC motor speed results in
forming a rotating magnetic field, thus torque is generated on the helical robot from
the rotating magnetic field. Fig 3.1 shows a configuration of grade C8 ceramic disk
magnet, of magnetization throughout the thickness of the magnet, with a magnet
carrier manufactured out of artilon that has an extension connecting the carrier to
the DC motor rotating shaft(refer to Appendix A.2). This configuration is used to
experiment the application of rotating magnetic field on the helical robot.

Figure 3.1: A Grade C8, ceramic disk magnet. Dimensions 18 mm X 5 mm, magnetic
induction of 3580 Gauss, and pull force of 6.67 Newton. 10 ceramic disk magnets
assembled end to end in an artilon carrier. The artilon is fixed on a 12V DC motor
shaft.
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3.2

Propulsion using Single Dipole Field

Using a single magnetic dipole field, as shown in Fig. 3.2, the magnetic force
exerted on the magnetic dipole of the helical robot is given by
h
iT
Fx (P) Fy (P) Fz (P) = (m · ∇)B(P),

(3.1)

where Fi (P) is the magnetic force component along the ith axis for (i = x, y, z).
Further, ∇ is the gradient operator and is given by
∇=

h

∂
∂x

∂
∂y

∂
∂z

iT

.

(3.2)

In the configuration shown in Fig. 3.2, the gradients ∂B(P)/∂x, ∂B(P)/∂y, and
∂B(P)/∂z are not zero. Therefore, The magnetic forces along x- and y-axis pull
the helical robots towards the inner wall of the tube, whereas the magnetic force
component along z-axis could contribute to the propulsive force of the helical robot.

Figure 3.2: Motion analysis of a helical robot propulsion using single dipole field,
where Fx (P) is the magnetic force component along the x-axis, B(P) is the magnetic
field vector, and m stands for the dipole moment.

3.3

Propulsion using Two Opposite Dipole Fields

Pure magnetic torque on the magnetic dipole of the helical robot can be accomplished using [34]
∂B(P)/∂x = ∂B(P)/∂y = ∂B(P)/∂z = 0.
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(3.3)

Equation (3.3) can be accomplished at a point (P) using the configuration shown
in Fig. 3.3. In this configuration, two rotating dipole fields are mounted in opposite
direction and are synchronized using a control system. The pure torque point of
this configuration has to coincide with the axis of the helical robot to eliminate the
magnetic forces on its dipole. In this case, the rotational dynamics of the helical
robot is given by
| B(P) || m | sin θ + αω = 0,
(3.4)
where θ and ω are the angle between the induced magnetic field and the magnetic
dipole moment of the helical robot, and the angular velocity of the helical robot
(with respect to its longitudinal axis), respectively. Further, α is the rotational drag
coefficient that depends on the shape of the helical robot and the viscosity of the
fluid. The first term in (3.4) allows the helical robot to rotate and generate a thrust
force [39]. The linear dynamics of the helical robot is given by
f + Fz (P) + Fd (Ṗ) = 0,

(3.5)

where f and Fd (Ṗ) are the thrust force due to the helical propulsion and the drag
force, respectively. Further, Ṗ is the velocity of the helical robot. In (3.5), the
direction of motion is controlled based on the direction of rotation of the rotating
permanent magnets.

Figure 3.3: Motion analysis of a helical robot propulsion using two opposite dipole
field, where Fx (P) is the magnetic force component along the x-axis, B(P) is the
magnetic field vector, and m stands for the dipole moment.
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3.3.1

Helical Robot Controllability

A dipole rotating magnetic field wirelessly generates torque on the microrobot,
resulting in rotation of the helical tail about its axis which results in forward/backward
propulsion according to the direction of rotation. The rotation speed of the magnetic
field is the control input. The microrobot rotates in synchronize with the applied
dipole field Fig 3.3, such that the magnetic torque allows the helical robot to rotate
and thrust force is generated (3.5). The forward velocity is linear with frequency as
long as the dipole rotating magnets are parallel with the magnetic head as shown
in Fig. 3.4, the blue lines represent the area where the helical robot shows peak
performance. If robot exceeds the dipole rotating magnets a step-out frequency is
reached, in which the available magnetic torque is no longer sufficient to keep the
microrobot rotating in sync with the applied field, resulting in a drastic decrease in
velocity.

Figure 3.4: The field of two opposing magnets with the blue lines showing the peak
performance zone for helical robot controllable propulsion.
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Chapter 4
Magnetic Based Robotic System
A magnetic-based robotic system is developed to experimentally investigate the
motion of the helical robot, and motion stability under generated magnetic field
guidance. The robotic system is based on the calculations for the magnetic field
mitigation using two opposite dipole fields for helical robotic propulsion.

4.1

Setup

The robotic system consists of two synchronized linear motion stages capable of
performing y-axis displacement along with direction of helical robotic propulsion.

Figure 4.1: A magnetic-based robotic system for the motion control of a helical robot
(inset). a) 3-Dimensional CAD model designed using SolidWorks before production of
the setup hardware. b) A setup that consists of two synchronized linear motionstages
1 . Each stage holds a rotating permanent magnet ( 2 and 3 ) to actuate the helical
robot 4 . The rotating permanent magnets are also synchronized using a control
system. The helical robot is contained inside a glass tube 5 with inner diameter of
9 mm.

O

O O
O

O
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Linear motion stages are necessary to avoid helical robot from instability breakout
during propulsion. Each stage holds a rotating permanent magnet to actuate the
helical robot. The synchronized rotation of the rotating permanent magnets allows
elimination of the attractive components of the magnetic force on the magnetic dipole
of the helical robot.
Using this system, a setup constructed and developed to proceed on with calibrated experiments. Both DC motors and stepper motors are calibrated and controlled using a PID motion control program (refer to Appendix B.1) on an Arduino
Mega board to keep the rotatory motion in synchronization. The stepper motor
control assured that both linear sliders are parallel in motion during forward and
backward travel, and the DC motors are controlled to maintain the rotation speed of
the two motors to be equal, and thus maintain equivelant magnetic field orientation
to produce an opposite dipole rotating field. A tripod and a Nikon camera is placed
in setup to send real-time images to the feature tracking program on C++ code (refer to Appendix B.2) run on a computer for locating helical robot and measuring
displacement with time, speed, and oscillatory motion.

4.2

Helical Robot Motion According to Different
Fields

The effect of the single and opposite rotating dipole fields on the motion of the
helical robot is experimentally investigated on a helical microrobot of 4 mm diameter,
12.5 mm in length and 0.7 mm wire diameter, respectively. First, we control the

Figure 4.2: A representative open-loop motion control experiment of a helical robot
using a single rotating dipole field. The helical robot swims under the influence of
the rotating magnetic fields, and exhibits undesirable lateral oscillations due to the
attractive magnetic forces exerted on its magnetic dipole. The angular velocity of the
rotating permanent magnet is 31 rad/s, and the linear speed of the helical robot is
0.5 mm/s. The red arrow indicates direction of motion of the helical robot, whereas
the dashed red arrow indicates the rotation of the single dipole field.
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motion of the helical robot using a single rotating dipole field. Fig. 4.2 provides a
representative open-loop control of the helical robot using a single rotating dipole
field. The angular velocity of the rotating permanent magnet is controlled to be 31
rad/s. The linear speed of the helical robot is calculated to be 2.7 mm/s. We observe
that the helical robot moves using its helical propulsion and exhibits lateral oscillation
due to the attractive force components.
The maximum peak-to-peak amplitude of this oscillation is calculated to be 42
mm. Second, we control the helical robot using two opposite dipole fields, as shown
in Fig. 4.3. The two rotating dipole fields are synchronized using the control system
to eliminate the attractive force components. The angular velocity of the rotating
permanent magnets are controlled to be 31 rad/s, and the linear speed of the helical
robot is calculated to be 2.7 mm/s. We observe that the undesirable oscillation is
decreased. In this representative experiment, the maximum peak-to-peak amplitude
of the oscillation is calculated to be 21 mm. The lateral oscillation of the helical robot
generated using the single and opposite rotating dipole fields is shown in Fig. 4.4. This
comparison shows that the maximum peak-to-peak amplitude of the two opposite
dipole fields is 37.5% less than that caused by the single rotating dipole field.
This amplitude decrease indicates that using two opposite dipole fields mitigate
the effect of the attractive forces on the helical robot. We repeat this trial 3 times
and calculate the average peak-to-peak amplitude of the helical robot for the single
and opposite dipole fields. The average peak-to-peak amplitudes of the helical robot
oscillation are calculated to be 1.2 mm and 0.75 mm for the single and opposite dipole
fields, respectively.
The average peak-to-peak amplitudes are calculated for 4 angular velocities (26

Figure 4.3: A representative open-loop motion control experiment of a helical robot
using a single rotating dipole field. The helical robot swims under the influence of
the rotating magnetic fields, and exhibits undesirable lateral oscillations due to the
attractive magnetic forces exerted on its magnetic dipole. The angular velocity of the
rotating permanent magnet is 31 rad/s, and the linear speed of the helical robot is
2.1 mm/s. The red arrow indicates direction of motion of the helical robot, whereas
the dashed read arrows indicate the rotating permanent magnets.
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rad/s, 31 rad/s, 36 rad/s, and 41 rad/s) of the rotating permanent magnet. This experiment is done for the single and opposite rotating dipole fields. Table 4.2 provides
the experimental results of this experiment. We observe that the average peak-topeak amplitude of the opposite rotating dipole field is 67.8%, 60.6%, 85.7%, and
87.5% less than that of the single rotating dipole field for angular velocities of 26
rad/s, 31 rad/s, 36 rad/s, and 41 rad/s, respectively. We also investigate the effect
of the opposite rotating dipole fields on the swimming speed of the helical robot.
The average swimming speeds of the helical robot are calculated for the single and
opposite rotating dipole fields.
The swimming speed is calculated for a range of angular velocities of 10 rad/s to
40 rad/s. Fig. 3.5 shows the response of the helical robot to the single and opposite
rotating dipole fields. We observe that the swimming speed of the helical robot has

Figure 4.4: Oscillation of the helical robot during swimming under the influence of
the rotating magnetic fields. These fields are generated using a single dipole field
and opposite dipole fields. The permanent magnets are rotated at a constant angular velocity of 31 rad/s. The maximum peak-to-peak amplitudes of the helical
robot oscillation are 1.2 mm and 0.75 mm for the single and opposite dipole fields,
respectively.
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a maximum at angular velocity of 26 rad/s, for the helical propulsion using opposite
dipole fields. However, the average swimming speed of the helical robot fluctuates as
we increase the angular velocity of the single rotating dipole field. We also observe
that the maximum swimming speed accomplished using the opposite dipole fields
is 22% greater than that of the single dipole field. We attribute this increase in the
swimming speed to the higher magnetic fields applied using the opposite dipole fields.
In this case the magnetic fields are superimposed, as shown in Fig. 3.3, and increase
the magnetic torque exerted on magnetic dipole of the helical robot. This increase in
the magnetic torque results in a greater angular velocity of the helical robot at each
angular velocity of the rotating permanent magnets, as opposed to the single rotating
dipole field.
We also attribute the higher swimming speed of the opposite dipole field propulsion to the mitigation of the attractive force components. These forces attract the
helical robot towards the inner wall of the tube and result in undesirable oscillation,
as shown in Fig. 4.4. Furthermore, the attractive forces components increase the
friction between the inner wall of the tube and the helical robot, and hence result in

Figure 4.5: Average swimming speed of the helical robot for single and opposite rotating dipole fields. The average swimming speeds are calculated from 5 trials at
each angular velocity. The single rotating dipole field is generated using a rotating
permanent magnet, whereas the opposite dipole fields are generated using two synchronized rotating permanent magnets. Position of the helical robot is detected using
a feature tracking algorithm [38], and used to calculate the swimming speed of the
helical robot.
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a decrease in the swimming speed.
Angular velocity of the dipole [rad/s]
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31

36

41

Single dipole field [mm]

1.12

1.17

1.19

1.2

Opposite dipole fields [mm]

0.36

0.46

0.17

0.15

Table 4.1: Peak-to-peak amplitudes of the helical robots under the influence of the
rotating magnetic fields generated using single and opposite rotating dipole fields. The
average amplitudes are calculated from 3 trials for each frequency. This experiment
is done inside a tube with inner diameter of 10 mm, and a helical robot with length
and diameter of 12.5 mm and 4 mm, respectively.
The helical propulsion of helical robots is achieved inside tubes and lumens with
inner diameters that is slightly larger than the outer diameter of the helical robot [26].
Our experimental results are done using glass tubes with inner diameter of 10 mm.
These tubes constrain the motion of the helical robot and allows only for swimming
along the longitudinal axis of the tube or the lumen. Using a single dipole field to
propel the helical robot results in attractive forces that pull the helical robot towards
the inner wall of the tube. On the other hand, using the opposite dipole fields
decreases these attractive forces and result in a relative increase in the swimming
speed. However, the configuration of the two rotating permanent magnets provides
an unstable equilibria [34]. This instability does not have much influence on the
motion of the helical robot due to the constrain provided by the tube that contains
the helical robot (Figs. 4.2 and 4.3).

Figure 4.6: A representative open-loop motion control experiment of a helical robot
using a single rotating dipole field inside a glass tube with inner diameter of 3.6 cm
(indicated by the dashed red lines). The helical robot swims under the influence of
the rotating magnetic fields, and exhibits undesirable rotations due to the attractive
magnetic forces exerted on its magnetic dipole. The helical robot exhibits lateral
oscillation, random rotations, and generates enough propulsion to move away from
the magnetic source. The blue arrow indicates the distance travelled by the helical
robot.
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We repeat the helical propulsion experiments inside tubes with inner diameter of
3.6 cm using the single and opposite rotating dipole fields. We observe that using
single dipole field the motion of the helical robot is unstable and moves in random
directions. Fig. 4.6 shows a representative result of the helical robot inside the large
tube. Not only do we observe lateral oscillation towards the inner wall of the tube, but
we also observe random rotations and the helical robot eventually produces enough
propulsion force to move away from the magnetic source. At time, t = 4 seconds, the
helical robot starts to rotate and move sideways. After time, t = 9 seconds the helical
robot moves way from the magnetic source. Using opposite dipole fields we observe
only lateral oscillation of the helical robot, as shown in Fig. 4.7. This oscillation
is due to the unstable equilibria of the configuration. At time, t = 17 second, the
helical robot flips its direction and exhibits lateral oscillations within the walls of the
tube. However, the robot does not move away from the magnetic source (the two
opposite rotating magnetic dipole), unlike the propulsion using single dipole field.
Therefore, using opposite rotating fields along with a closed-loop control based on
visual feedback from the helical robot would allow us to control the motion of the
helical robot inside tubes with relatively large diameters.

Figure 4.7: A representative open-loop motion control experiment of a helical robot
using two synchronized rotating dipole field inside a glass tube with inner diameter
of 3.6 cm (indicated by the dashed red lines). The helical robot swims under the
influence of the rotating magnetic fields, and exhibits oscillations between the dipole
fields due to the to unstable equilibria [34] of the configuration. The blue arrow
indicates the distance travelled by the helical robot
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Chapter 5
Closed Loop Robotic System for
Propulsion Control
The studying and understanding of the helical propulsion mechanism conducted
in Chapter 4 aiming towards lateral force mitigation, thus eliminating lateral oscillations as much as possible. This Chapter on the other hand focuses more on the
efficiency of propulsion by managing the helical robot rotation speed, direction of
motion, and motion speed. This is very important for medical applications for invivo
use. Accurate and precise positioning is important towards body parts for ability to
perform targeted drug delivery applications. Moreover invivo applications for helical
robots are primarily concerned with blood stream and blood flow, thus in some applications a helical robot might be required to resist flow with stability, or remain in
position without being carried away by flow or affected by external factors. Variable
speed control is necessary for offering a very precise displacement and force for narrow
path maneuvers and precise medical applications during micro surgeries. To reach
this state of control-ability it is important to blend feature tracking all together with
dipole moment monitoring, and linear motion speed control.

5.1

Properties of the Closed-loop Motion Control
System

Closed loop motion control system represents an advancement in developing of helical robot locomotion in linear axis. The system aims at achieving a better prospective of helical propulsion through fluid. This is achieved by a C++ code (refer to
Appendix B.3) generated for the function linear axis motion control of helical robot.
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This code in developed to allow the computer to monitor the helical propeller’s position through a camera fixed on top of the area of experimentation. The camera
provides live visual feed in which the user can monitor and specify the desired point
for the helical robot. The code then controls the propulsion direction and speed using the system hardware while maintaining lateral oscillations at minimum values
to avoid motion instability. This system aims to narrow the gaps between the helical robot in an experimental lab and real life biological applications, by making the
motion control of the helical robot easier for the user. The camera in this system
represents the use of a sonar probe in future to have a visual feedback of the helical robot inside a living organism. Closed-loop control has several advantages over
the open-loop control discussed in chapter 4. Closed-loop control shows ability of
disturbance rejection and fast error correction, making the propulsion of the helical
robot more efficient and less power consuming. An improved reference tracking performance, with the ability to track the helical robot and update the displacement
value as it changes with time. Moreover stabilizing the lateral oscillations of the helical robot during propulsion by looping over the alignment of the magnets controlling
the propulsion speed and direction along with the helical robot. Closed loop control
system also offers guaranteed performance even with model uncertainties, when the
model structure does not match perfectly the real process and the model parameters
are not exact, this process makes it more reliable in biological applications.

5.2

Helical Microrobot Closed-Loop Motion Control System

The open loop system in Fig 5.1 implemented in Chapter 4 functions by acquiring
a user specified angular speed (θ̇) of the DC motors. The Arduino UNO R3 board
takes (θ̇) as an input and controls the output angular speed (u1 , and u2 ), which is
sent to each DC motor separately. Each of the encoders fitted to the DC motor will
measure the resulting displacement(θ1 , and θ2 ), which is then integrated into angular
speed (θ˙1 , and θ˙2 ) to calculate the error difference (e1 ) between (θ̇) and (θ˙1 ), and
(e2 ) between (θ̇) and (θ˙2 ). Both (e1 , and e2 ) are used by the PID control program
implemented on the Arduino UNO R3 to calculate the new values for(u1 , and u2 ) to
reach an equal displacement (θ1 = θ2 ) of both motors at equal angular speed(θ˙1 = θ˙2 ).
However, an improved system is implemented to control the propulsion speed,
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Figure 5.1: A functional block diagram to explain the function of the open-loop
motion control system, and to explain each stage of the system. Both DC motors are
connected to the same arduino board, however each motor is handled on its own. θ̇ is
the desired angular speed of DC motor, θ˙1 is the actual angular speed of DC motor
1, θ˙2 is the actual angular speed of motor 2. e1 is the error difference between the
desired angular speed θ̇ and the actual angular speed of DC motor 1 θ˙1 . e2 is the
error difference between the desired angular speed θ̇ and the actual angular speed of
DC motor 2 θ˙2 . The Arduino then reads the error difference for each DC motor and
then sends to each DC motor separately the altered speed, u1 for DC motor 1 and u2
for DC motor 2. Each DC motor will produce an output angular displacement theta1
for DC motor 1 and theta2 for DC motor 2 which is detected by the encoder and sent
back as a feedback to the comparator in the form of angular speed.
direction, and position of the helical robot motion as shown in Fig 5.2. First step
conducted by the code is the aligning both DC motors to the initial position of the
helical robot by moving the linear motion sliders for alignment of both magnets on
both DC motors to the helical robot. Then the user plots the desired coordinates by
plotting a set point on the live image displayed from the camera (xd , yd ). The desired
coordinates are compared with the present coordinates of the helical robot (xr , yr )
and the difference (e) is sent to the computer software. The computer then calculates
linear motion stage the slider speed (ẋ) and the angular rotation speed of DC motors
(θ̇), according to the value of distance needed to travel . The linear motion stage
the slider speed and the angular rotation speed of DC motors are used to initiate the
helical propulsion by actuating the stepper motors for the linear motion stage, and DC
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Figure 5.2: A functional block diagram to explain the function of each stage of the
closed-loop motion control system. Desired coordinates set by user (xd , yd ) is compared with the current coordinates (xr , yr ) of the helical robot, detected by the
feature detection image processing tool. The error difference between coordinates is
calculated by the comparator. Computer uses the error difference in calculation the
new linear speed(ẋ) for both linear motion stages forming a displacement (x), and
the angular speed (θ̇) for the DC motors forming an angular displacement (θ). A
comparator then calculates the difference (e1 ) in angular speed to the current DC
motor 1 speed (θ˙1 ). (e2 ) is the error difference between the angular displacement of
DC motor 1 (θ1 ) and the angular displacement of DC motor 2 (θ2 ). The Arduino
then reads the error difference for each DC motor and then sends to each DC motor
separately the altered speed, (u1 ) for DC motor 1 and (u2 ) for DC motor 2. Each
DC motor will produce an output angular displacement (θ1 ) for DC motor 1 and (θ2 )
for DC motor 2 which is detected by the encoder and sent back as a feedback to the
comparators for both motor 1 and motor 2.
motors for helical propulsion controllers. Image feedback sent from the camera into
an OpenCV program on the computer monitors the helical robot during propulsion
to avoid helical robot overcoming the linear sliders, and to keep lateral oscillations at
minimum. A PID controller implemented on an Arduino UNO board monitors and
controls angular speed of both DC motors (θ˙1 and θ˙2 ), and angular displacement (θ1
and θ2 ). The Encoder provides feedback on angular displacement (θ1 and θ2 ) and
error difference between two DC motor displacement and speed is calculated where
(e1 = θ˙1 − θ˙2 ) and (e2 = θ1 − θ2 ). When (e = 0) the software recognize that the helical
robot has reached its destination and maintains helical rotation but not to exceed the
desired coordinates, in other words rotate in its place.
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5.2.1

Comparing different helical robotic motion control systems

An experiment conducted on using both the primarily generated open-loop motion
control system, and the closed-loop motion control system developed in this chapter.
The experiment is conducted to test the efficiency of the closed loop control system
compared to the open loop system regarding speed control, motion control, and time
required to reach destined position.

Figure 5.3: An open-loop motion control experiment of a helical robot using two
synchronized rotating dipole field. The helical robot is assigned a destination point,
represented on figure in a red line, to reach and remain in position. The open-loop
motion control system had the helical robot reach the destination in 13.9 seconds.
After the helical robot reached the destination point, it continued moving backward
and forward looping over the destination point.
An experiment conducted on the open-loop motion in which a destination point
is set by the user for the helical robot. The system guided the motion under manual
control of angular speed and direction of the helical robot propulsion. Fig. 5.3 shows
that the helical robot reached it’s destination point in 13.9 seconds, and exceeded the
destination point with a 1 cm overshoot. Then the helical robot kept oscillating the
helical robot forward and backward by reverse the direction of propulsion attempting
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to reach the destination point.

Figure 5.4: A closed loop motion control experiment of a helical robot. The helical
robot is assigned a destination point, represented on figure in a red line, to reach and
remain in position. The closed loop motion control system had the helical robot reach
the destination coordinates in 11.4 seconds. Upon reaching the destination point the
robot remains in position until the end of the experiment.
The same experiment is conducted on the closed loop control system, and the
recorded results are illustrated in Fig. 5.4. The closed loop control system showed
reached the destined coordinates in 11.4 seconds, which is 2 seconds faster than the
open loop control system. Upon reaching it’s destination coordinates, the helical robot
a damped overshoot of 0.06 cm further from the destined coordinates. Moreover, the
closed loop control system was able to maintain the helical robot in place until the
end of the experiment.
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Chapter 6
Conclusion
We experimentally demonstrate that the attractive components of the magnetic
force can be eliminated by using two opposite rotating dipole fields. Synchronization of these fields allows us to stabilize the helical propulsion of the helical robot
inside a tube. We compare the propulsion generated using the single rotating dipole
field to that generated using two opposite dipole fields. This comparison shows that
the average peak-to-peak amplitude of the propulsion generated using two opposite
dipole fields is 67.8% and 87.5% less than the average peak-to-peak amplitude of the
propulsion generated using a single dipole field, at angular velocities of 26 rad/s and
41 rad/s, respectively. We also show that the swimming speed using two opposite
dipole fields is 21% greater than the average swimming speed generated using single
dipole fields, at angular velocity of 26 rad/s for the rotating permanent magnets.

6.0.2

Future Work

As part of future work, closed-loop motion control of the helical robot will be
achieved using the two opposite rotating fields. In addition, a helical robot in the
micro scale will be developed and controlled using the mentioned approach. Furthermore, our system will be adapted by incorporating an ultrasound imaging modality
to provide feedback to the closed-loop control system [40]. Another future work approach is to be able to control the motion in 3 Dimensional space. This provides the
ability to control helical robot’s stability and oscillations along with the direction of
propulsion. The aim is for the helical microrobot propelling control system to reach
a highly controllable state allowing the ability to follow complex swimming paths
in the three dimensions. Acheiving this characteristic is very promising for future
biomedical applications.
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Appendix A
Setup Components
A.1

Complete Setup

Figure A.1: Complete Setup with each component in place. The setup has a width
of 42.5 cm , a length of 54 cm , and a maximum height of 17.7 cm.
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A.2

Platform Base

Figure A.2: The base consists of a 5 mm thick plexiglass acrylic sheet with 42.5 cm
length and 54 cm width as illustrated in the top view, front view, and side view.
A base designed to carry all the setup components in place. Setup components
include rail pipe holder, two linear motion stages, arduino uno board, two dc motor
drivers, and power supply units. The base is made of plexiglas acrylic sheet with
the properties of being shatterproof, lightweight, and being non-magnetic material.
Being non-magnetic is a necessary advantage so that the setup construction would
not interfere with the magnetic field generated during experimentation. All through
drills are of 4 mm diameter. Those through holes are to where each component is to
be fixed to the main base.
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A.3

Linear Axis Motion Stage

Figure A.3: Linear motion stage with a travel distance of 330 mm, and ± 0.0025 mm
position accuracy. As shown in the front and side view the linear motion stage has a
maximum height of 80 mm and a total length of 50.5 cm. As shown on the top view
the linear slider has a 5 cm length and 9 cm width.
The linear motion stage in Fig A.3 is a precise component used to restrict object’s
motion to a single axis of motion and provide precise motion. A linear motion stage
uses a rotary positioning system in which a linear slide is placed on guides attached
to the platform and a ball screw for motion generation. For precise motion control
a stepper motor, with 200 steps/revolution, is attached to a lead screw, with a pitch
of 0.5 mm. Each step conducted by stepper motor will result in 0.0025 mm of linear
motion, and each revolution of the stepper motor will result in 0.5 mm of linear motion. The platform is made out of aluminum which provides high durability, corrosion
resistance, and low density metal. More important is that it is a non-magnetic material and therefore will not affect the magnetic field generated during experiments.
The stepper motor has a cube structure of 5.5 cm length and width and height. The
length of the rail guide, and lead screw is 360 mm, with maximum travel length of
300 mm.
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A.4

Rotatory Magnetic Controller

Figure A.4: The controller consists of a 49 mm long, 24 mm diameter DC (Direct
Current) motor with an encoder. Attached at the end of the rod is a carrier for the
permanent magnets.
This DC motor (Direct Current), encoder and gearbox combo is composed of a
12 V Maxon DC motor, a 5 V incremental encoder and a 14:1 planetary gearbox. It
provides high precision with position and velocity control systems. To the DC motor
is attached the carrier which connects the magnet to the gearbox output shaft, as
for the gearbox is responsible for delivering the rotational torque and moment to the
magnet carrier. The carrier is made out of artilon. Artilon is a lightweight, durable,
and acts as a shock absorber to eliminate miniature vibrations.
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A.5

Stand

Figure A.5: The stand assembly is made out of several acrylic based components.
Acrylic was used for it’s lightweight, shater-proof, and non-magnetic properties which
are suitable for the whole setup. The components consist of two upper and two lower
A guides for the tube holder, left and right 38 cm long B supports, four sided 17.7
cm C supports to hold the upper guides for the tube holder, and a D multi level
tube holder.

O

O

O

O

O

The rail construction is made out of acrylic glass. It contains two rains A and
D that are connected together by B and C . As for rail D , it carries the tube that
holds inside the microrobot. It contains 5 different vertical levels which allow the
various placements. The distance between each level is 1 cm. On another hand, the
A rail allows the repositioning of D rail along y-axis; which allows the placement of
the carrying tube to move away from one magnet while getting closer to the other. The
closes distance can be 4 cm while the furthest can be 21 cm. This setup was helpful
during the testing process as it showed the different results that can be provided
by the micro robot under different conditions. Furthermore, it was also helpful to
suggest the different outcome that can be provided by repositioning the microrobot.

O

O

O

O

O
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A.6

Glass Tube

Figure A.6: A glass tube with inner diameter of 9 mm and outer diameter of 15 mm.
A 9 mm inner diameter tube made out of transparent glass to provide visual feedback of motion inside the tube. The tube can safely carry liquids without influencing
its properties. Fixed to the glass tube are two connectors that hold the tube to the
stand in Fig A.5 fixated to the setup base. The connectors allow easy attachment
and detachment of the tube to and from the setup.
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Appendix B
Codes
B.1

Object Tracking

#include <opencv\cv.h>
#include <opencv\highgui.h>
using namespace std;
using namespace cv;
//our sensitivity value to be used in the threshold() function
const static int SENSITIVITY_VALUE = 20;
//size of blur used to smooth the image to remove possible noise and
//increase the size of the object we are trying to track. (Much like
dilate and erode)
const static int BLUR_SIZE = 10;
//we’ll have just one object to search for
//and keep track of its position.
int theObject[2] = {0,0};
//bounding rectangle of the object, we will use the center of this as its
position.
Rect objectBoundingRectangle = Rect(0,0,0,0);

//int to string helper function
string intToString(int number){
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//this function has a number input and string output
std::stringstream ss;
ss << number;
return ss.str();
}
void searchForMovement(Mat thresholdImage, Mat &cameraFeed){
//notice how we use the ’&’ operator for the cameraFeed. This is
because we wish
//to take the values passed into the function and manipulate them,
rather than just working with a copy.
//eg. we draw to the cameraFeed in this function which is then
displayed in the main() function.
bool objectDetected=false;
Mat temp;
thresholdImage.copyTo(temp);
//these two vectors needed for output of findContours
vector< vector<Point> > contours;
vector<Vec4i> hierarchy;
//find contours of filtered image using openCV findContours function
//findContours(temp,contours,hierarchy,CV_RETR_CCOMP,CV_CHAIN_APPROX_SIMPLE
);// retrieves all contours
findContours(temp,contours,hierarchy,CV_RETR_EXTERNAL,CV_CHAIN_APPROX_SIMPLE
);// retrieves external contours
//if contours vector is not empty, we have found some objects
if(contours.size()>0)objectDetected=true;
else objectDetected = false;
if(objectDetected){
//the largest contour is found at the end of the contours vector
//we will simply assume that the biggest contour is the object we are
looking for.
vector< vector<Point> > largestContourVec;
largestContourVec.push_back(contours.at(contours.size()-1));
//make a bounding rectangle around the largest contour then find its
centroid
//this will be the object’s final estimated position.
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objectBoundingRectangle = boundingRect(largestContourVec.at(0));
int xpos = objectBoundingRectangle.x+objectBoundingRectangle.width/2;
int ypos = objectBoundingRectangle.y+objectBoundingRectangle.height/2;
//update the objects positions by changing the ’theObject’ array
values
theObject[0] = xpos , theObject[1] = ypos;
}
//make some temp x and y variables so we dont have to type out so much
int x = theObject[0];
int y = theObject[1];
//draw some crosshairs on the object
circle(cameraFeed,Point(x,y),20,Scalar(0,255,0),2);
line(cameraFeed,Point(x,y),Point(x,y-25),Scalar(0,255,0),2);
line(cameraFeed,Point(x,y),Point(x,y+25),Scalar(0,255,0),2);
line(cameraFeed,Point(x,y),Point(x-25,y),Scalar(0,255,0),2);
line(cameraFeed,Point(x,y),Point(x+25,y),Scalar(0,255,0),2);
putText(cameraFeed,"Tracking object at (" +
intToString(x)+","+intToString(y)+")",Point(x,y),1,1,Scalar(255,0,0),2);

}
int main(){
//some boolean variables for added functionality
bool objectDetected = false;
//these two can be toggled by pressing ’d’ or ’t’
bool debugMode = false;
bool trackingEnabled = false;
//pause and resume code
bool pause = false;
//set up the matrices that we will need
//the two frames we will be comparing
Mat frame1,frame2;
//their grayscale images (needed for absdiff() function)
Mat grayImage1,grayImage2;
//resulting difference image
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Mat differenceImage;
//thresholded difference image (for use in findContours() function)
Mat thresholdImage;
//video capture object.
VideoCapture capture;
while(1){
//we can loop the video by re-opening the capture every time the
video reaches its last frame
capture.open("bouncingBall.avi");
if(!capture.isOpened()){
cout<<"ERROR ACQUIRING VIDEO FEED\n";
getchar();
return -1;
}
//check if the video has reach its last frame.
//we add ’-1’ because we are reading two frames from the video at a
time.
//if this is not included, we get a memory error!

while(capture.get(CV_CAP_PROP_POS_FRAMES)<capture.get(CV_CAP_PROP_FRAME_COUNT)-1){
//read first frame
capture.read(frame1);
//convert frame1 to gray scale for frame differencing
//copy second frame
//convert frame2 to gray scale for frame differencing
//perform frame differencing with the sequential images. This will
output an "intensity image"
//do not confuse this with a threshold image, we will need to
perform thresholding afterwards.
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//threshold intensity image at a given sensitivity value
if(debugMode==true){
//show the difference image and threshold image
}else{
//if not in debug mode, destroy the windows so we don’t see
them anymore
}
//use blur() to smooth the image, remove possible noise and
//increase the size of the object we are trying to track. (Much
like dilate and erode)
//threshold again to obtain binary image from blur output
if(debugMode==true){
//show the threshold image after it’s been "blurred"
}
else {
//if not in debug mode, destroy the windows so we don’t see
them anymore
}
//if tracking enabled, search for contours in our thresholded image
//show our captured frame
imshow("Frame1",frame1);
//check to see if a button has been pressed.
//this 10ms delay is necessary for proper operation of this program
//if removed, frames will not have enough time to referesh and a
blank
//image will appear.
switch(waitKey(10)){
case 27: //’esc’ key has been pressed, exit program.
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return 0;
case 116: //’t’ has been pressed. this will toggle tracking
trackingEnabled = !trackingEnabled;
if(trackingEnabled == false) cout<<"Tracking disabled."<<endl;
else cout<<"Tracking enabled."<<endl;
break;
case 100: //’d’ has been pressed. this will debug mode
debugMode = !debugMode;
if(debugMode == false) cout<<"Debug mode disabled."<<endl;
else cout<<"Debug mode enabled."<<endl;
break;
case 112: //’p’ has been pressed. this will pause/resume the code.
pause = !pause;
if(pause == true){ cout<<"Code paused, press ’p’ again to
resume"<<endl;
while (pause == true){
//stay in this loop until
switch (waitKey()){
//a switch statement inside a switch statement? Mind blown.
case 112:
//change pause back to false
pause = false;
cout<<"Code resumed."<<endl;
break;
}
}
}
}
}
//release the capture before re-opening and looping again.
capture.release();
}
return 0;
}
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B.2

DC motor control with Stepper motor control

#include <Encoder.h>
int EN1 = 8; //Master motor
int EN2 = 13; //Slave motor
int PWM21 = 6;
int PWM22 = 7;
int IN1 = 9;
int IN2 = 10;
Encoder myEnc1(2,3);
Encoder myEnc2(21,20);
int PWM_val = 0;
long Error = 0;
long Pos1 = 0;
long Pos2 = 0;
long last_error = 0;
float pidTerm = 0;
int Kp = 1;
int Kd = 0;
void setup()
{
pinMode(EN1, OUTPUT);
pinMode(EN2, OUTPUT);
pinMode(IN1, OUTPUT);

//Motor 1

pinMode(IN2, OUTPUT);

//Motor 1

pinMode(PWM21, OUTPUT);

//Motor 2

pinMode(PWM22, OUTPUT);

//Motor 2

//analogWrite(PWM1, PWM_val);
Serial.begin(9600);
Serial.println("start");
}
void loop()
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{
digitalWrite(EN1, HIGH);
digitalWrite(EN2, HIGH);
digitalWrite(IN1, LOW);
digitalWrite(IN2, HIGH);
Pos1=(myEnc1.read()/CPR)*360; //Position of the Motor1 in Degrees
Pos2=(myEnc2.read()/CPR)*360; //Position of the Motor2 in Degrees
PWM_val = updatePid(Pos1, Pos2);
if(PWM_val > 0){
analogWrite(PWM21, PWM_val);
analogWrite(PWM22, 0);
}
else{
analogWrite(PWM21, 0);
analogWrite(PWM22, abs(PWM_val));
}
}
int updatePid(int targetValue, int currentValue){
Error = targetValue - currentValue;
pidTerm = (Kp * Error) + (Kd * (Error - last_error));
last_error = Error;
return constrain(int(pidTerm), 0, 255);
}
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B.3

Closed loop control with feature recognition

#include "opencv2/opencv.hpp"
#include "main.h"
#include "Particle.h"
#include "time.h"
#include <fstream>
void imgAcq(VideoCapture *vid, Mat* ptrFrmColor, Mat* ptrFrmGray)
{
vid->retrieve(*ptrFrmColor);

// get a new frame from

camera
cvtColor(*ptrFrmColor, *ptrFrmGray, CV_BGR2GRAY); // color to gray
}
void imgAcq(C1394Camera *cam, Mat* ptrFrmColor, Mat* ptrFrmGray)
{
if(cam->AcquireImage() != CAM_SUCCESS)
{
cout << "\nCould not acquire image.\n";
}
cam->getRGB((unsigned
char*)(ptrFrmColor->data),(CAM_RES_WIDTH*CAM_RES_HEIGHT*CAM_RES_CHANNELS));
// get a new frame from camera
cvtColor(*ptrFrmColor, *ptrFrmGray, CV_BGR2GRAY); // color to gray
}
bool imgAvailable(C1394Camera *cam, Mat * ptrFrmColor)
{
return true;
}

bool imgAvailable(VideoCapture *vid)
{
if (vid->grab())
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{
return true;
}
else {
return false;}
}
Rect detROI(VideoCapture *vid, Mat *ptrFrmColor, Mat *ptrFrmGray, Mat
*ptrFrmROI)
{
// Create a window in which the captured images will be presented
namedWindow("video", CV_WINDOW_AUTOSIZE);

// Window for

displaying the video feed
setMouseCallback("video", (MouseCallback)(&on_mouse), ptrFrmGray); //
Enable ROI selection by mouse
// Select Region of interest
cout << "Select the region of interest (ROI) \n\n";
cout << "Determine the region of interest by clicking with the left
mouse button.\n";
cout << "By releasing the left mouse button the region of interest
(ROI) is \n";
cout << "selected. If you are not satisfied with the ROI, just make a
new one as \n";
cout << "described above and hit a key to activate it. \n\n";
for(;;)
{
imgAcq(vid, ptrFrmColor, ptrFrmGray);
spreadNormal(ptrFrmGray);

//rectangle(*ptrFrmGray,Point(selection.x,selection.y),Point(selection.x+selection
imshow( "video", *ptrFrmGray);
cvMoveWindow( "video", CONSOLE_WIDTH, 0);
if(selection.width > 0 && selection.height > 0)
{
*ptrFrmROI = (*ptrFrmGray)(selection);
}
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if(waitKey(30) >= 0) break;
}
return selection;
}
void spreadNormal(Mat *ptrFrmGray)
{
minMaxIdx(*ptrFrmGray, ptrMinVal, ptrMaxVal);
*ptrMaxVal = (*ptrMaxVal - *ptrMinVal);
*ptrMaxVal = 255 / *ptrMaxVal;
subtract(*ptrFrmGray, *ptrMinVal, *ptrFrmGray);
multiply(*ptrFrmGray,*ptrMaxVal,*ptrFrmGray);
}
void on_mouse(int event, int x, int y, int flags, void* image)
{
switch( event )
{
case CV_EVENT_LBUTTONDOWN:
origin = Point(x,y);
selection = Rect(x - (sizeROI/2),y - (sizeROI/2),sizeROI,sizeROI);
selection &= Rect(0, 0, ((Mat *) image)->cols, ((Mat *) image)->rows);
break;
case CV_EVENT_LBUTTONUP:
selectObject = false;
if( selection.width > 0 && selection.height > 0 )
break;
}
}
void mouse_callback( int event, int x, int y, int flags, void* param ){
if (event == CV_EVENT_LBUTTONDOWN) {
mouseX = x;
mouseY = y;
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mouseClick = true;
}
return;
}
int chkCamera(C1394Camera *Cam)
{
// of camera properties and starting of image aquisition
if(Cam->CheckLink() != CAM_SUCCESS) // can go wrong with more than one
camera.
{
cout <<"No Link.\n";
return -1;
}
if(Cam->InitCamera() != CAM_SUCCESS)
{
cout<<"Initialization failed.\n";
return -1;
}
if(Cam->SetVideoFormat(1) != CAM_SUCCESS)
{
cout<<"Could not set video format.\n";
return -1;
}
if(Cam->SetVideoMode(5) != CAM_SUCCESS)
{
cout<<"Could not set video mode.\n";
return -1;
}
if(Cam->SetVideoFrameRate(4) != CAM_SUCCESS)
{
cout<<"Could not set frame rate.\n";
return -1;
}
if(Cam->StartImageAcquisition() != CAM_SUCCESS)
{
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cout<<"Could not start image acquisation.\n";
return -1;
}
return 1;
}
void openFile()
{
szFileName[0] = ’\0’;
memset(&ofn, 0, sizeof(ofn));
ofn.lStructSize = sizeof(ofn);
ofn.hwndOwner = NULL;
ofn.lpstrFile = szFileName;
ofn.nMaxFile = sizeof(szFileName);
ofn.hInstance = NULL;
ofn.lpstrFilter = TEXT("Video files *.avi*\0*.avi\0All Files
*.*\0*.*\0\0");
ofn.nFilterIndex = 1;
ofn.Flags= OFN_FILEMUSTEXIST;
int bRes;
bRes = GetOpenFileName(&ofn);
return;
}
void combineImages(Mat& img1,Mat& img2,Mat& img3,Mat& img4, Mat& dst)
{
Rect ROI1(0,0, img1.cols,img1.rows);
img1.copyTo(dst(ROI1));
Rect ROI2(img1.cols,0, img1.cols,img1.rows);
img2.copyTo(dst(ROI2));
Rect ROI3(img1.cols*2,0, img1.cols,img1.rows);
img3.copyTo(dst(ROI3));
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Rect ROI4(img1.cols*3,0, img1.cols,img1.rows);
img4.copyTo(dst(ROI4));
}
int main()
{
Mat frmColor, frmGray, frmROI, frmROIOld, frmROIDiff, frmROIDiffOld,
frmGrayOld, frmDiff, frmCopy, frmCopy1;

// Creating color and

gray vid frame and region of interest frame
Mat frmColorCam(CAM_RES_HEIGHT,CAM_RES_WIDTH,CV_8UC3);
Mat frmROITot(Size(200,50), CV_8UC1,1);

//

creating frame for compound ROI images
Mat * ptrFrmColor = &frmColor;

// Pointer

to color vid frame
Mat * ptrFrmColorCam = &frmColorCam;
Mat * ptrFrmGray = &frmGray;

// Pointer to

gray vid frame
Mat * ptrFrmROI = &frmROI;

// Pointer to

roi vid frame
Mat * ptrFrmROIOld = &frmROIOld;

// pointer to

previous ROI vid frame
Mat * ptrFrmROIDiff = &frmROIDiff;
Mat * ptrFrmROIDiffOld = &frmROIDiffOld;
Mat * ptrFrmROITot = &frmROITot;
Mat * ptrFrmGrayOld = &frmGrayOld;
Mat * ptrFrmDiff = &frmDiff;
Mat * ptrFrmCopy = &frmCopy;
Mat * ptrFrmCopy1 = &frmCopy1;
vector<Point2f> posOld(2500);
int iter;
Scalar scAverage, scSdv;
ptrMaxVal = &MaxVal;
ptrMinVal = &MinVal;
double timestamp;
double timestampOld;
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int centx,centy;
double fCentx, fCenty;
//VideoCapture* capture;
sizeROI = 30;
double xOld, yOld, time, timeOld;
//BackgroundSubtractorMOG2 BGModel;
bool frmAvailable=true;
int cameraType = 0;
C1394Camera* capCam;
VideoCapture * capVid;
namedWindow("video",1);
ofstream myfile;
myfile.open ("Data [t,x,y,Vx,Vy].txt");
//VideoCapture * capture = new
VideoCapture("AMB-1(fast)_shortened2.avi");
VideoWriter outputVidDiff, outputVidGray;
//VideoCapture * capture = new VideoCapture(-1);
/* if (false==capture->grab())
{
cout << "Err: no frame available.\n\n";
}
*/
cout << "Please Select the input method:\n\n";
cout << "Press [ l ] for using the webcam or usb attached camera\n";
cout << "Press [ c ] for using the live camera\n";
cout << "Press [ v ] for using an earlier recorded video\n\n";
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keyP = waitKey(-1);
//Handle keyboard
switch(keyP)
{
// l, use live feed
case ’l’: {
cameraType = 1;
break;
}
case ’c’: {
cameraType = 2;
break;
}
// v, use video
case ’v’:{
cameraType = 3;
break;
}
}
if (cameraType == 0)
{
cout << "Wrong key pressed, please try again.";
destroyAllWindows();
return 0;
}
else if (cameraType == 1)
{
capVid = new VideoCapture(-1);

// open the videofile

capVid->set(CV_CAP_PROP_CONVERT_RGB,false);
if (false==capVid->grab())
{
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cout << "Err: no frame available.\n\n";
}
yOld = 100;
xOld = 100;
roiAVIVid.x = 100;
roiAVIVid.y = 100;
roiAVIVid.height = sizeROI;
roiAVIVid.width = sizeROI;
int ex = static_cast<int>(capVid->get(CV_CAP_PROP_FOURCC));
Size S = Size((int) capVid->get(CV_CAP_PROP_FRAME_WIDTH), //Acquire
input size
(int) capVid->get(CV_CAP_PROP_FRAME_HEIGHT));
outputVidDiff.open("VideoDiff.avi",ex,15,S,false);
outputVidGray.open("VideoGray.avi",ex,15,S,false);
}
else if (cameraType == 2)
{
#ifndef NOCAMERA
// take first available camera
capCam = new C1394Camera;

// Video

feed from IEEE 1394 Camera
unsigned long width;
unsigned long height;
chkCamera(capCam);

//

Initializing IEEE 1394 Video feed
if (false==capCam->getRGB((unsigned
char*)(frmColorCam.data),(CAM_RES_WIDTH*CAM_RES_HEIGHT*CAM_RES_CHANNELS)))
{
cout << "Err: no frame available.\n\n";
}
yOld = 100;
xOld = 100;
roiAVIVid.x = 100;
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roiAVIVid.y = 100;
roiAVIVid.height = sizeROI;
roiAVIVid.width = sizeROI;
int ex = static_cast<int>(capCam->GetVideoFormat());
capCam->GetVideoFrameDimensions(&width, &height);
Size S = Size((int) width, (int) height);

outputVidDiff.open("VideoDiff.avi",CV_FOURCC(’X’,’V’,’I’,’D’),capCam->GetVideoFram

outputVidGray.open("VideoGray.avi",CV_FOURCC_DEFAULT,capCam->GetVideoFrameRate(),S
#else
// nocamera so load an image file
cout << "Err: no camera available.\n\n";
#endif
}
else if (cameraType == 3)
{
openFile();

// select the videofile

capVid = new VideoCapture(szFileName);

// open the videofile

if (false==capVid->grab())
{
cout << "Err: no frame available.\n\n";
}
int ex = static_cast<int>(capVid->get(CV_CAP_PROP_FOURCC));
Size S = Size((int) capVid->get(CV_CAP_PROP_FRAME_WIDTH), //Acquire
input size
(int) capVid->get(CV_CAP_PROP_FRAME_HEIGHT));

outputVidDiff.open("VideoDiff.avi",CV_FOURCC_DEFAULT,capVid->get(CV_CAP_PROP_FPS),
outputVidGray.open("VideoGray.avi",ex,capVid->get(CV_CAP_PROP_FPS),S,true);
roiAVIVid = detROI(capVid, ptrFrmColor, ptrFrmGray, ptrFrmROI);
// Determine the ROI for image processing
xOld = roiAVIVid.x;
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yOld = roiAVIVid.y;
}
pThresholdValue = 95;
namedWindow("ROI Total", 1);
createTrackbar( "Threshold", "ROI Total", &pThresholdValue, 150, NULL);

int i = 0;
int j = 0;
int k = 0;
timeOld = 0;
for(i = 1; i < (sizeROI + 1); i++)
{
for(j = 1; j < (sizeROI + 1); j++)
{
source_points[k] = Point(i,j);
k++;
}
}
i = 0;
iter = 0;
while (frmAvailable==true)
{
cvSetMouseCallback("video", mouse_callback);
if (mouseClick == true)
{
roiAVIVid.x = mouseX - sizeROI/2;
roiAVIVid.y = mouseY - sizeROI/2;
xOld = roiAVIVid.x;
yOld = roiAVIVid.y;
mouseClick = false;
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}
timestamp = (double)clock()/CLOCKS_PER_SEC;
if (cameraType == 1)
{
imgAcq(capVid, ptrFrmColor, ptrFrmGray);
time = capVid->get(CV_CAP_PROP_POS_MSEC);
}
else if (cameraType == 2)
{
frmAvailable= imgAvailable(capCam, ptrFrmColorCam);
imgAcq(capCam, ptrFrmColorCam, ptrFrmGray);
time = timestamp;
}
else if (cameraType == 3)
{
frmAvailable= imgAvailable(capVid);
if (frmAvailable == false)
{ //break;}
capVid->set(CV_CAP_PROP_POS_AVI_RATIO,0);
frmAvailable = true;
iter = 0;
cout << "Repeat video" << endl;
frmAvailable= imgAvailable(capVid);
}
imgAcq(capVid, ptrFrmColor, ptrFrmGray);
time = capVid->get(CV_CAP_PROP_POS_MSEC);
}
//subtract(255, *ptrFrmGray, *ptrFrmGray);
//BGModel.operator() (*ptrFrmGray,*ptrFrmGray,2);
if(frmAvailable==true)
{
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//equalizeHist(frmGray, frmGray);
if (iter==0){
*ptrFrmROI = (frmGray)(roiAVIVid);
}

if(iter != 0)
{
absdiff(frmGray, frmGrayOld, frmDiff);
spreadNormal(ptrFrmDiff);
frmROI = frmDiff(roiAVIVid).clone();
equalizeHist(frmROI, frmROI);

GaussianBlur(frmROI,frmROI,Size(3,3),1,1);
threshold(frmROI, frmROI, (pThresholdValue+106), 2,
THRESH_TOZERO);
erode(frmROI, frmROI, Mat(), Point(-1,-1),1);
dilate(frmROI, frmROI, Mat(), Point(-1,-1),1);
cv::Moments momentum = cv::moments(frmROI, 1);
fCentx = (momentum.m10/momentum.m00);
centx = (int)(momentum.m10/momentum.m00);
fCenty = (momentum.m01/momentum.m00);
centy = (int)(momentum.m01/momentum.m00);
if (centx < 0 || centx > sizeROI ){ centx = sizeROI/2;}
if (centy < 0 || centy > sizeROI ){ centy = sizeROI/2;}
cout << "CoM: "<< centx << ", " << centy << endl;
/*if(i>1)
{
calcOpticalFlowPyrLK(frmROIOld,frmROI,source_points,
target_points,status,err);
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calcOpticalFlowFarneback(frmROIOld,frmROI,
frmROIDiff,0.5,1,50,1,5,1.1,OPTFLOW_FARNEBACK_GAUSSIAN);
subtract(target_points, source_points,diff_points);
sumx = 0;
sumy = 0;
for(k=0;k<400;k++)
{
sumx = sumx + diff_points[k].x;
sumy = sumy + diff_points[k].y;
}
cout << i << "Sum: "<< sumx << ", " << sumy << endl;
if (pSpeedFactor == 0)
{pSpeedFactor = 1;}
mean_points[0] = Point(sumx/(sizeROI*sizeROI * 0.5 * 0.01 *
pSpeedFactor),sumy/(sizeROI * sizeROI * 0.5 * 0.01 *
pSpeedFactor));
cout << i << "Mean: "<< mean_points << endl;
if (mean_points[0].x > sizeROI)
{ mean_points[0].x = sizeROI;}
if (mean_points[0].y > sizeROI)
{ mean_points[0].y = sizeROI;}

//rectangle(*ptrFrmGray,Point(roiAVIVid.x,roiAVIVid.y),Point(roiAVIVid.x+r
cout << mean_points << "; "<< centx << ", " << centy << endl;
*/
mean_points[0].x = 0;
mean_points[0].y = 0;
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roiAVIVid.x = roiAVIVid.x + mean_points[0].x +
((centx-(sizeROI/2))*(1+(pSpeedFactor/100)));
roiAVIVid.y = roiAVIVid.y + mean_points[0].y +
((centy-(sizeROI/2))*(1+(pSpeedFactor/100)));

if (roiAVIVid.x < 0)
{ roiAVIVid.x = 0;}
if ( (roiAVIVid.x + sizeROI) > frmGray.cols )
{ roiAVIVid.x = (frmGray.cols - sizeROI);}
if (roiAVIVid.y < 0)
{ roiAVIVid.y = 0;}
if ( (roiAVIVid.y + sizeROI) > frmGray.rows )
{ roiAVIVid.y = (frmGray.rows - sizeROI);}
frmGray.copyTo(frmCopy);
cvtColor(*ptrFrmCopy, *ptrFrmCopy, CV_GRAY2BGR);

rectangle(frmCopy,Point(roiAVIVid.x,roiAVIVid.y),Point(roiAVIVid.x+roiAVIV
frmDiff.copyTo(frmCopy1);

rectangle(frmCopy1,Point(roiAVIVid.x,roiAVIVid.y),Point(roiAVIVid.x+roiAVI
for (j=2; j < (iter); j++)
{
line(frmCopy,posOld[j-1],posOld[j],cBlue);
line(frmCopy1,posOld[j-1],posOld[j],cBlue);
}
imshow( "Diff" , frmCopy1);

//combineImages(*ptrFrmROIOld,
*ptrFrmROI,*ptrFrmROIDiffOld,*ptrFrmROIDiff,
*ptrFrmROITot);
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//imshow( "ROI Total", frmROITot);
imshow( "video", frmCopy);
outputVidDiff.write(frmCopy1);
outputVidGray.write(frmCopy);
//}

cout << "new position: <"<< roiAVIVid.x+(sizeROI/2) << "," <<
roiAVIVid.y+(sizeROI/2) << ">\n";
ptrFrmROI->copyTo(frmROIOld);
cout << "FPS: " << 1/(timestamp-timestampOld) << endl;
myfile << time <<"; " <<(roiAVIVid.x + sizeROI/2)<< "; " <<
(roiAVIVid.y + sizeROI/2) <<"; " << ((roiAVIVid.x xOld)/(time-timeOld)) << "; " << ((roiAVIVid.y yOld)/(time-timeOld)) << endl;
timeOld = time;
xOld = roiAVIVid.x;
yOld = roiAVIVid.y;
posOld[iter] = Point(xOld+sizeROI/2,yOld+sizeROI/2);
}
waitKey(1);
}
ptrFrmROI->copyTo(*ptrFrmROIOld);
//ptrFrmROIDiff->copyTo(*ptrFrmROIDiffOld);
ptrFrmGray->copyTo(*ptrFrmGrayOld);
timestampOld = timestamp;
iter++;
//cin.get();

if(waitKey(30) >= 0) break;
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}
//outputVidDiff.~VideoWriter();
//outputVidGray.~VideoWriter();
destroyAllWindows();
myfile.close();
return 0;
}
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